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The Economy Is Turning – Find Opportunities That Others Miss

"Income Without a Job" is filled with step-by-step tips for creating income. Covering both debt reduction
and income expansion,"Income Without a Job" is filled with ideas that help the average person create a
Personal Economic Recovery Plan.

Aug. 9, 2009 - PRLog -- Buena Park, CA/Lacey, WA:  Michael Anthony and Barbara Taylor have written a
very timely book, "Income Without a Job," for the average person who wants to create a better future.
 Their ideas are based on many years of working with small business owners as well as government and
business employees in many industries and walks of life.  
    The purpose of "Income Without a Job" is to focus on the future, instead of the past.  According to the
authors, everyone has the power within them to change their own future.
Income Without a Job is filled with practical tips for nurturing the dreams that live inside of all of us and
for finding opportunities that others miss.  "Income Without a Job" guides the reader through exercises to
identify ways to eliminate debt, to find ideas that will work best for them, where their strengths are and then
how to use that information in a step-by-step way to creating a better financial future that will work
regardless of what is happening in the financial markets.  
    “How well you manage to change will determine how well you manage to succeed,” says Michael
Anthony.  “The American public voted overwhelming for ‘change’ – and who knows exactly what that
means right now or how quickly it will affect the average person’s daily life.  The government certainly
can’t solve all our problems for us.  It’s up to us to do what we can to improve our own situation.”  
    "Income Without a Job" provides step-by-step ways for the average person to create their own Personal
Economic Recovery Plan.  A great deal of information is provided about different ways to make money –
from local garage sales, to selling products to your friends through network marketing, to licensing new
products, to finding a manufacturer, to using the Internet — and it provides tips for finding time to devote
to those new endeavors.  Since people have different abilities and skills, the authors provide simple ways
for finding the types of opportunities that will work best for different types of people.  
    “In the midst of uncertainty about the economy, the stock market, the financial system, the housing
market and the job market, our greatest opportunities and our brightest future are still ahead of us.  Our
greatest ideas are waiting to be uncovered.  The dreams that live inside us are waiting to be nurtured so they
can bring us into the new world that we all hope for.  This is very good news!” according to the authors.  
    “Diamonds are created under great pressure,” says Barbara Taylor.  “Through the use of the tools in
'Income Without a Job' anyone can change the way their life unfolds in the future.  Whether you are now
comfortable in a secure job, facing retirement in a few years or not sure what you want to do with your life,
"Income Without a Job" can help you find new ways of seeing the world and unleashing the incredible
power of creativity that lives within each of us.  There are so many possible areas where creativity can be
applied today and tomorrow — the possibilities are almost endless — if we are only willing to take a look
at life in a slightly different way.”  "Income Without a Job" provides many tips to seeing life in a different
way — packaged in an easy-to-understand format.  

From the Introduction:
    “When you are finished reading this book — probably even before you finish it — you will begin to see
opportunities all around you, things that so many people miss because they are not looking for them.  Your
mind will begin to put together creative new ways of making money, finding resources, filling needs and
making the world a little better.  And, you will know a little bit more about yourself, about what is
important to you and how to use your own inherent gifts, talents and abilities in new ways.” 
    Michael Anthony and Barbara Taylor are dedicated to the communication of ideas that make the world a
better place by helping to improve the lives of the people they touch and work with every day. 
    Michael Anthony is also the author of "Handbook of Small Business Advertising" and "Spin and
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Promote Your Way to the Top" as well as numerous published articles and corporate training programs.
 Barbara Taylor is also the author of "How to Start a Business in Orange County (CA)" and "The Other
Side of Midnight 2000: An Executive Guide to the Year 2000 Problem" as well as numerous published
articles and corporate training programs. 

ISBN: 978-0-557-00377-8 (soft cover) http://www.lulu.com/content/2664838.  
ISBN: 978-0-557-02213-7 (hard cover) http://www.lulu.com/content/4629936. 
On the web: http://www.income-without-a-job.com

Bookstores can order the book from Ingram distributors  http://www.ingrambook.com 
Libraries can order via the Library of Congress Control Number (LCCN):  2008909491 (soft cover)
Available online at Lulu http://www.lulu.com Amazon http://www.amazon.com and Barnes & Noble
http://www.bn.com
For international distributors, see http://www.income-without-a-job.com

# # #

Rainbows & Miracles etc, (Creativity & Inspiration at Work) inspires people to find creative solutions to
every-day challenges in the workplace. Institute for Management Excellence (www.itstime.com) website –
It’s Time for New Ways of Doing Business.

--- End ---
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